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Nomenclature
c

Specific heat capacity of the solid (J/kgK)

hc

Convective heat transfer coefficient

Ig

Total solar flux (W/m2) on the horizontal plane

Idf

Diffuse sky solar flux (W/m2) on the horizontal plane

Ib

Solar flux (W/m2) measured perpendicular to the beam

T

Temperature (ºC) in the solid at position

Ta

Ambient air temperature (ºC)

Ts

Mean surface temperature (ºC)

t

Time

W

Heat flux (W/m2) from the air to the surface

λ

Conductivity of the solid (W/m2K)

ρ

Density of the solid (kg/m3)

α

Solar altitude

1. Introduction
The growth of container traffic pushes container port to develop port infrastructure towards performance
improvement. Some methods for greenhouse gas reduction has been implemented, such as electric power supplied
system to rubber tired gantry crane, hybrid model straddle carriers instead of conventional straddle carriers and a
trial system of roof shade for refrigerated container to reduce a load of solar insolation [1]. Related to electricity
consumption, refrigerated container facility has contributed the highest energy consumption in container terminal [2].
Electricity is used to run refrigeration system and to remove heat from the internal environment of the container. The
amount of energy consumed by refrigerated will change depending on the ambient air temperature and humidity,
location of the refrigerated container, the age of the container, refrigerant used and refrigeration technologies used
[3].
Several studies has been performed to measure energy consumption of refrigerated containers under given
conditions for a fixed time [4,5,6]. Jolly et al. (2000) measured the energy consumption of refrigerated containers
has values between 4.42 kW and 8.63 kW depend on the inside temperature setting. Wild (2009) was performed
measurement experience of 20 feet and 40 feet refrigerated containers estimated the energy consumption was around
3.6 kW per TEU. Shinoda & Budiyanto (2016) was measured the high cube refrigerated container under the exposed
of solar radiation consumed energy about 7.2 kW/h. Looking from these various values of energy consumption by
refrigerated container, the estimation study by simulation will take benefit for further energy analysis in container
terminal operation. In order to predict energy consumption of refrigeration container, numerical analysis using
building-design energy simulation will provide an overview of the thermal performance of the circumstances object
therefore calculation of energy consumption in various condition can be estimate. This paper aims to estimate the
energy consumption of refrigerated container in the fixed condition by simulation model. The validation of
simulation result uses measurement data from the experimentation was conducted using other computational fluid
dynamic method [7].
2. Simulation model
The estimation of energy consumption was performed by means of a building energy modeling using Integrated
Environmental Solution – Virtual Environment (IES-VE) software packages. IES-VE simulation is a dynamic
thermal simulation program based on first principles mathematical modelling of the heat transfer processes
occurring within and around a building. The simulation results provide an environment for the detailed evaluation of
building and system designs, allowing them to be optimized with regard to comfort criteria and energy use. The
calculation process of this simulation study shown in the Fig. 1.
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2.1. Governing Equations
The heat transfer processed such as conduction, convection and radiation for each element of the building fabric
are individually modelled and integrated with models of container heat load. The set of governing equations of the
simulation models describes as follows:
T
(1)
   T    c

W hc Ta  Ts 

t

(2)
(3)

I
I df  I b sin 
g

Eq. 1 is the heat diffusion, Eq. 2 is the heat convection and Eq. 3 is the solar radiation. In this study the
simulation model is driven by real weather data measurement. For these purpose, the value of diffuses sky solar flux
and beam solar flux was deliberately taken from the analytical calculation. Previous study about estimation of
energy consumption has been done validated using experimental measurement on the certain time [8,9,10].

Fig. 1. Calculation process of the simulation study

2.2. Geometrical model and parameter inputs
The geometry of simulation model considers the actual dimension of high cube refrigerated container with the
dimension 12.1 meter length, 2.4 meter width and 2.8 meter height. The structures is consisted ceiling wall, side
walls, floor, and corner metal casting foundation. Inside space of refrigerated container mainly serves as the cargo
hold, with the floor is equipped with T-grating functioned as air circulation from the refrigeration system which
attached at the end of the spaces. For the instance of physical parameter inputs uses the design specification obtained
from manufactured catalogs. Refrigerated container are constructed from the container walls are composed from
three material layers that are aluminium, polyurethane and stainless steel with the thickness is 0.8 mm, 90 mm and
0.9 mm, respectively. The thermal conductivity of these material are 204 W/mK, 0.03 W/mK and 16 W/mK,
respectively. Container design data available from the manufacturer is minimum inside temperature of -0°F (-18°C)
and maximum outside temperature of 100°F (38°C). The overall heat transfer rate is 7,556 BTU/hour (1,904
kcal/hour) with a U-Factor is 75.0 BTU/hour °F (34 kcal/hour °C).
3. Results and discussion
The results of simulation model are presented here. Simulation results are provide the estimated value of energy
consumption in one day and one year operation for a high cube refrigerated container. The estimated result of
energy consumption in one day operation was compared with the measurement experiment data by Shinoda &
Budiyanto (2016). The measurement data on 15th August 2015 has been chosen as comparison since the weather
condition on this day has clear sky condition which mean the global solar radiation emitted in the peak intensity.
3.1. Estimated energy consumption in one day operation
Energy consumption of a reefer container particular define as the electricity consumption in one day operation.
Design of energy consumption of refrigerated container in one day operation prepare inside cargo hold in the empty
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condition with set temperature into zero degree Celsius. The standard for energy consumption of refrigerated
container following the rules of ISO 1496-2:2008 Series 1 freight containers - Specification and testing, Part 2:
Thermal containers [11]. According this standard, both simulation model and measurement experiment set inside
temperature into zero degree Celsius with empty cargo hold. The simulation model performed in the transient time
during one day operation provided the estimation of energy consumption each one hour time step.
In this study, the energy analysis for one day operation will use time range between 08:30 AM until 17:30 PM
since the solar radiation take an effect to the heat load of the container during this time. Fig. 2 shows the comparison
value of energy consumption of a high cube refrigerated container between IES-VE result and measurement data.
Simulation results estimated the maximum energy consumption around 3.1 kW at 08:30 AM and minimum energy
consumption is 2.7 kW at 17:30 PM. The value of energy consumption indicate the amount of energy to remove
heat load from the inside cargo effect from the heat penetration due to solar radiation.

Fig. 2. Energy consumption of a high cube refrigerated container in one day operation
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Fig. 3. (a) Estimated value of total energy consumption in a year operation and (b) the intensity of solar radiation in the simulation model

The average energy consumption by simulation during one day operation is 2.8 kW, this result consistent with the
result conducted by Fitzgerald et al. [12]. The comparison of energy consumption per hour shows that the energy
consumption by simulation model has various difference values with measurement data. The highest difference
value found at the initial time at 08:30, this circumstances due to simulation model assumed the refrigerated
container object prepared as container without pre-conditioning, therefore the heat to be remove in the first
calculation higher than other time step. The lowest difference value of energy consumption found in the noonday
11:30 AM, this result give direction of suitable time for the further analysis in the estimation of energy consumption.
3.2. Estimated energy consumption in one year operation
In field of energy analysis in container terminal, the overview of energy consumption in one year operation will
provide a direction for the further development of opportunity on energy saving in this area. Concerning this
circumstances, in this paper provide the estimation energy consumption of a refrigerated container in one year
operation. Fig. 3a. shows estimated value of total energy consumption of a high cube refrigerated container in one
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year operation by IES-VE. The maximum of energy consumption of a refrigerated container in one year operation
estimated around 0.57 MWh in August, thus the minimum of energy consumption estimated around 0.32 MWh in
March. The profile of energy consumption in one year operation following the normal distribution of solar radiation.
The trend of energy consumption following the trend of solar radiation which uses in the simulation model as shown
in Fig. 3b. The trend of solar radiation imported from the weather data very influence to the calculation result as heat
load from the environment, this result consistent with the result by Budiyanto and Shinoda (2017) [13,14].
4. Conclusions
The estimation of energy consumption from a high cube refrigerated container was done performed use IES-VE
software packages. The simulation result for one day operation has been validate using measurement data carried
out by Budiyanto (2016). From the comparison result shows the simulation results has good agreement with the
measurement data with the mean absolute error about 0.47 kW. From the estimation result obtained the average
amount of energy to remove heat load inside cargo from the effect of heat penetration due to solar radiation during
one day operation is 2.8 kW. Thus, the estimation of energy consumption in one year operation for a cube
refrigerated container predicted about 4.81 MWh. Furthermore, this result give a direction for estimation of energy
consumption in a container terminal for whole capacity of refrigerated container
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